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School of Music and Dance
December 2014
Title: Quadruple Quartet: for a Chamber Orchestra of 16 Players
! Quadruple Quartet is a four-movement work scored for 16 players, four from each of the four instrumental families of 
the orchestra (i.e. woodwinds, brass, strings, percussion).  This unique instrumentation utilizes a minimal number of 
musicians to create an orchestral sound, in which the distinct timbres of the orchestra are represented by one player per 
instrument (with certain individual players taking on conventional doublings, i.e. flute/piccolo).  Each movement is self-
contained, pursuing its own motivic ends through novel contrapuntal techniques, and is titled according to a salient trait. 
I. Contrapunctus is a fugue, whose expressive freedom lies paradoxically in its rigidity; II. Collage generates complexity 
through an increasing density of cycling layers, variously superimposed; III. Dovetail features a medley of widely-voiced 
tone-clusters arranged in overlapping threads of melody traded in a variety of timbral colors; IV. Ricochet makes thematic 
use of a “rebounding” staccato motive. 
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*Shared instruments are marked with asterisk.  Multi-Percussion 1 & 2 are on inverted staves in I. Contrapunctus (MP2 on upper staff, MP1 below), 
to preserve orchestral score order (timpani above vibraphone).
Multi-Percussion 1 {marimba, glockenspiel, vibraphone, *3 toms (low, low-mid, mid), hi-hat, *suspended cymbal, tamtam, 
! claves, taxi horn (pitched B♭)}
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C Score Quadruple Quartet 
* Conductor may subdivide beat in quarters, to accommodate 
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